In this work, we Extend Pawlak approximation spaces by topological spaces. Also, Rough Membership, equality and inclusion relations are extended using topological near open sets. In addition, new extended measures of accuracy and quality of approximations are defined and studied. An application example of data reduction of information systems is introduced.
Introduction
The problem addressed in this paper is how to construct knowledge from datasets by a topological generalization of rough set theory. In the classical approach of Pawlak knowledge, theory has an extended and wealthy history. For understanding, representing, and manipulating knowledge, there are a variety of opinions and approaches in this area. The process of extracting knowledge based on the ability to classify objects. Knowledge in this approach is necessarily connected with the selection of classification patterns, related to specific parts of the real or abstract world. This view of knowledge and information is more near to the theory of abstract topological spaces, which is based on a topological structure, consists of a class of subsets of the universe classified according to its satisfaction to some axioms. Consequently, the abstract topological space is not a metric model for most types of information representations.
There are many methods for studying data in information systems; a recent one which related to topology is rough set. This theory depends on a special class of topological spaces known by quasi-discrete topological space in which every open set is closed. The basic assumption of this theory concerns the fundamental problem of knowledge representation: in this theory, one assumes that objects under study are described in terms of functions which map these objects into the corresponding, value sets.
The starting point of this paper is any general binary relation. We used that relation to generate two classes to use them for generating two spaces of two topologies. Then we used these topologies to generalize Pawlak approximation space to topological approximation space. Also, we defined and studied membership, equality and inclusion relations in this biological space. Some measures of accuracy also defined and studied. Finally, we determined the reject of the multivalued information system as an application. This paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduced the previous work of this research. In Section 3, we discussed the needed fundamentals of classical rough set theory and topological spaces. In Section 4, we introduced and investigated the concept of extended approximation space. Section 5 is devoted to introduce the basic concepts of topological approximations. An application example of biological information systems is introduced in Section 6. The paper's conclusion is given in Section 7.
Previous Works
Rough set theory introduced by Pawlak in [1] is a mathematical tool for imperfect knowledge, decision analysis, and knowledge discovery from databases. This theory is paying attention, of a lot of researchers and practitioners all over the world, who contributed fundamentally to its improvement and applications. Usually rough sets used together with other methods such as fuzzy sets [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] , covering and fuzzy covering [8, 9, 10] , statistical methods (probabilistic space) [11] , tolerance and similarity relations [12, 13, 14, 15] , topological generalizations [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22] to locate accurate approaches used in applications. Recently, many generalizations of this theory have developed to help in applications such as in information retrieval [23] , reduction of finite information systems [24, 25] , establishment rules of interval-valued fuzzy information systems [26, 27] , and foundation attributes missing values in incomplete information systems [28] .
The original rough set theory depended totally on equivalence relations to approximate concepts. But these types of relations are still restrictive for many applications. Many researchers studied this issue and several interesting and meaningful generalizations to equivalence relation have been proposed. For instance, binary, tolerance, similarity, reflexive, and transitive relations are some solutions on this issue [29, 30, 31, 32, 33] . Some researchers extended rough sets by combining fuzzy sets with rough sets [34, 35, 36, 37] . Another group has characterized a measure of uncertainty by the concept of fuzzy relations [38] . Wiweger in [20] is the first researcher that defined a topological rough set that classified to be the very important topological generalizations of rough sets. Different approaches extended approximation space, extended rough set models and using relational interpretations for approximate operators using rough sets [39, 40, 41, 42] . In [43] the necessary and sufficient conditions for the lower and upper approximations are considered to formulate rough sets to certain families of exact sets.
Basic Concepts of Rough Sets and Topological Spaces
The major profit of rough set theory in data reduction is that it does not need any opening or additional information about data.
The basic tool of Pawlak theory is the approximation space [30] . An approximation space is a pair ) ,
, where U is a set called the universe and R is an equivalence relation. The blocks
made by the equivalence relation R are the elementary sets of this theory that are used in approximations. Any subset of the universe can approximated using these elementary sets from lower and from upper. Classical rough lower approximation of
and the classical upper is defined by. The lower and upper approximations are the keys to define other regions using the subset. The optimistic, unenthusiastic and border regions of the subset U X  are defined as follows:
2) The negative region of U X  is defined by
3) The boundary region of U X  is defined by 
The degree of accuracy of the subset U X  is defined by
of a non empty set U and a family  of subsets of U bing a topological space when
and the family  is closed under arbitrary union and finite intersection [44] . The equation
Suppose that the class } :
used equivalence relations, then the classical rough approximations are identical with the interior and the closure operations in the equivalent topology.
In this paper, we define two classes by a general binary relation (not equivalence)
generates the topology 1  and the class
Rough approximations of U X  using R S defined as follows:
we can define two other lower and upper approximations as follows:
Extended Rough Approximations by Topological Spaces
In this section, we introduce and investigate the concept of extended approximation space ) , , , (
. Also, we introduce the concepts of extended lower and extended upper approximations and study their properties.
Consider the topological space ) , (  U and since U X  we define the set:
we define for any subset U X  :
We can define the and for any U X  we define: 12 12 
By the same manner we can define the 1 2   -extended lower and 1 2   -extended upper approximations as follows: 21 21 
be a extended approximation space, the mixed extended lower and mixed extended upper approximations for any subset U X  defined as follows: 12 21
be an extended approximation space. Then we define the following degrees of completeness for a subset   X as follows: Using the mixed extended accuracy measure the results of Table 1 have been improved. Consequently the mixed extended accuracy measure is more accurate than other measures.
Properties of the extended approximations
In this section, we study the basic concepts of extended lower and the mixed extended upper approximations. We introduce six membership relations using these approximations and study their properties. Also, we introduce the equality and inclusion relations with studying some basic properties. 
is a decision table, where D is the set of decisions.
We define the relation of the decision attribute D by: }. , }, :
The class of this relation is }.
The set of all classes is } : Table 2 contains the following shortcuts: A= Often with bulb, B = Narrow leaves in a basal rosette, C= Inflorescence a terminal umbel, D= Ovary superior E = Flowers small, Unisexual, sitting behind a bract F = Ovary superior, often inside a bottle-shaped structure. In Table 2 , the value 1 means that the plant has the attribute property and 0 means that this plant has not this attribute property. Decision have three values, Yes to means that the plant name surely belongs to the corresponding family. The value No means that it surely not belong to this family. Finally, the value maybe for not sure belong case of the family. Table 3 is the multivalued form obtained by transformation of Table 2 First, we calculate the approximations for the three categories of the decision attributes () with respect to positive and negative topologies: Then after many topological calculations, we have the results in Table 4 , we concluded that the decision taken such that the plants have decision "Yes" are belong to the selected family by accuracy 88.9%. The plants that have decision value "No" have a 40 % error of chosen in their family. Finally, the plants that maybe in some different families have accuracy 66.7%.
Conclusion
The objectives of this work are to generalize rough set theory using new alternative methods via topological generalizations. These generalizations achieved using two topological spaces. The advantages of these generalizations are using general binary relations to define two spaces that generate two topologies.
Our proposed different methods to achieve the main aim of generalizations of rough set and using them to reduce the boundary region and to increase the accuracy of approximations. We applied the current approach to reduce biological data by approximate the boundary region and measure the accuracy of it.
